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ADcode will need to position and brand itself as a company that can deliver significant added 
value for the customers, through expanding the service model of traditional advertising agencies. 
ADcode’s brand includes the company to advocate transparency and diversity. 
visiblecommunication and points of contact with the company. From the website to the office and 
the tangible products.  Brands are required to be consistent and viable.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Currently I am working in the advertising agency ADcode and thought of doing my thesis on 
brands. Brands and branding have always interested me very much. Even though the International 
Business studies at TAMK have only touched on the subjects a few times. During my exchange 
studies a course that involved creating a strategic marketing plan for a large European retailer 
signalled the beginning of my interest in brands. My professional goals also entail working closely 
with brands in an international environment. 
 
This thesis has been created to help a new advertising agency called ADcode begin the process of 
branding. Branding will be used to differentiate the company from competition. The brand will 
reinforce both the internal and the external position of ADcode and will act as a tool for strategic-
decision making for company management. The brand will be the guiding principle of the 
company and will help in implementing the business strategy.  
 
Previously to this thesis, I did not have much prior knowledge on brands. I had read a number of 
books and had a course during my Erasmus exchange in HES Amsterdam, which discussed brands 
quite much. Marketing has always been of interest to me and from that I had received knowledge 
on brands as well. The theory and knowledge used in this thesis have been obtained from reading 
books that discuss the subject, by looking into online articles and other resources and from 
discussing these issues with colleagues at ADcode.  
 
As I am working in ADcode, some of the working methods included meetings management and 
discussions with colleagues and stakeholders on how the industry is evolving and what challenges 
lie ahead. Materials included the theoretical background from books and articles as well as 
company material. Some of the materials include the company website and own style guide. 
Gathering secondary data has made up the bulk of the working methods for this project.  
 
This thesis elaborates on the subject of brands. The understanding of brands has changed along 
with the times and economic climate. The change requires companies to shift their thinking of 
brands from a marketing-oriented function to a guiding principle that involves every aspect of the 
organization. Modern brand thinking no longer revolves around tangible brand attributes such as 
logos and colors, these merely make up the visible brand.  
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1. Outline of the subject 
 

1.1  Creating  a  Brand  for  a  Small  Company:  Challenges,  Methods  and 
Importance 
 

The topic will be to examine the process of branding in a real business scenario. A 

newly founded advertising agency called ADcode will be the focus of the practical part 

of the thesis.  

 

The thesis will examine brands and branding, their history, how they are created and 

managed, what is their importance and what value do they create for customers. The 

thesis will examine brands on a theoretical basis and also the topic of branding on both 

a theoretical and practical point of view. The thesis will discuss the theory of creating a 

brand strategy for a company as a tool for managing a brand and developing it. A brand 

strategy will also be formed for ADcode, the case company, where research material 

will be used to identify the marketing strategy of the company and develop their brand 

strategy into a concrete and understandable form. It will create a uniform knowledge of 

what the brand stands for and how it will be communicated to the general public and 

serve as a framework for strategic decision-making for the company management and 

employees. 

 

1.2 Introduction   
 

Brands are in stores, in advertisements, television commercials and with the internet, 

they are everywhere we look, while browsing through the vast networks of our interests. 

Brands are extremely fascinating. Most companies recognize brands but fail to see the 

true essence behind the brand or the reason for their purchasing behavior. Many 

companies see branding as a process that involves only tangible aspects such as the 

visual appearance of a company.  
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However, the definition of what a brand is and how they are managed has changed in 

part because the economic environment has changed to emphasizing more immaterial 

aspects of business. The emergence of this immaterial economy has made brand 

management a concrete tool for business development and gaining strategic competitive 

advantage for companies. Most brand studies and theories are directly related to 

managing the brands of large corporations or organizations. However, the importance of 

brands as a competitive weapon should be realized by both small and medium sized 

companies (SME’s). The thesis will focus on breaking down the process of branding 

and developing a brand strategy for a small company, using modern resources available 

in online media and offline communication as well.  

 

Everyone is driven by brands and the values, emotions, promises and quality hidden 

within the brand. Brands are so much more than just a name, which has been recognized 

by many corporate leaders, who have adapted complex and fundamental brand 

management strategies to drive their companies and their brands towards success. The 

process of brand management has grown in importance and the way brands are 

managed has changed. It is not only a role of the marketing department but of the top 

management of the company. Brand management is also a process that involves every 

part, bit and employee of the company to capture the true essence of the brand.  

 

Brand management is a widely recognized process and important factor for large 

corporations, but are they as important for SME’s? Often smaller companies only focus 

on their core business, the part that generates revenue. They often forget or disregard 

their brand and managing the brand. Many SME managers do not see the true value of 

brands and the clear influence of them to consumer behaviour, which results in their 

operations and growth being stagnant and reactive instead of growing and proactive. 

 

SME’s should begin to recognize the value of their brand and truely start to manage 

them, in order to differentiate from their competitors and strive, even in a recession. 

This is especially important in an economic downturn, when consumer spending 

behavior is decreasing and their propensity to save has gone up. The companies that get 
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the business of consumers in a recession are companies that consumers think are 

different, better and most suitable to their needs.  

1.3 Purpose of Thesis 
 

This final thesis is an examination into the interesting and wide subject of brands and 

brand management. The basic structure will include a general overview of brands, their 

history and the theory behind them. However, the thesis will be focused on the practical 

application of brand management theory based on an advertising agency called 

ADcode. ADcode is a new company that has recently entered the market with products 

typical of advertising agencies. The company needs to differentiate itself in a way that 

customers will choose it over its competitors, through creating and developing a strong 

brand that will be appealing to the target audience and relevant to ADcode’s core 

competencies and strengths. It also requires the company to have an organization that is 

capable of delivering the brand promise.  

 

This thesis will provide a general overview of what brands are, how they are important, 

how they are measured and managed and how this can theory be implemented into the 

case company, ADcode. The benefit of the thesis will be to the company, as it will be a 

guideline for their brand management process and will provide a frame for their brand 

strategy, tactics and methods. This thesis will be able to provide both general theoretical 

information and background on the subject of brands, as well as implement the theory 

into practice in the case of ADcode. With the benefit of developing a working brand 

strategy that will enable the company to differentiate from its competitors, gain market 

share, generate more revenue and enable future growth and new opportunities and  

create an unique emotional connection and establish a presence for its brand in the 

market.  

 

The fundamental idea is that the thesis will establish a general knowledge and 

understanding of brands from a scientific perspective, what brands are, what forms 

brands and the different factors that they hold within them. It is also important to 

understand brand management as a holistic process, through which an entire 

organization is guided.  
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The practical part of the thesis will combine theory with practice and research to create 

a brand strategy for the said company. The brand strategy is meant as a basic guideline 

for the company to use. They are free to use the thesis as a frame of reference for the 

management process of their own brand and future development of it. It will also serve 

as a guide for employees of the company, to create additional knowledge and awareness 

of brands and brand management and building methods and techniques as well as 

theory. 

1.4 Scientific Background and Research 
 

The theoretical background for brands and branding has been gathered from a variety of 

books, articles and websites that involve the science of branding. They have been used 

to illustrate what brands are, how they have evolved and why and what value they have. 

They also show how brands are managed in today’s world and what steps a company 

needs to take when seeking to establish and develop their brand and how they consider 

brand management as a process. The background information has also been used to 

combine aspects of different views on branding in order to find a modern and functional 

brand management theory. It involves identifying key points in the methods and 

theories and finding negative aspects of them as well, in order to provide an accurate 

representation on reality. 

 

A number of books about brands and branding, scientific articles, reputation building 

books and other published works have been used for the theoretical background. A bulk 

of the practical information comes from more empirical research from actually working 

in the advertising agency. This information has to do with the competitive environment, 

current fundamental building blocks of the company and strategy, future long term and 

short term objectives, ideas on how to make this plan as feasible as possible.  

 

The information of the current brand image is extremely crucial in examining the brand 

and how to develop the brand strategy. Creating a clear and concise brand strategy also 

relies on first hand information about the company and its core competencies and 

organizational qualities.  
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1.5 Thesis Limitations 
 
It is important to restrict the subject to regarding a certain approach to brands and 

branding. This thesis will discuss these issues from the company perspective. It will 

regard the process of branding as being company initiated and holistic. The brand will 

be considered the result of branding. By viewing the brand from the company 

perspective, the thesis will discuss how and why a company should invest time, effort 

and money into developing the brand and how it can create value for the company. 

Branding will be viewed as an organization-centric process. A different approach to 

branding would be from the customer perspective where the discussion would circulate 

around how customers see brands, how they are built in their minds and how are they 

thought of in this respect. The thesis will consider how brands can be shaped into 

forming an emotional connection with the customer.  

 

The thesis will consider marketing and branding to be interrelated and not mutually 

exclusive. This means that some parts of branding and forming a brand strategy will 

involve marketing.  

 

Branding will be considered as a larger concept that includes many of the different 

corporate functions, plans and methods. This view of brand management does not 

consider more traditional methods and theories to be mutually exclusive. For example 

marketing is an important part of branding, even though it is not the only building block 

of the process. Brand management will be viewed as a process that begins from within 

the organization.  

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1 What is a Brand? 
 

The word brand, derives from the practice of branding. Farmers and cowboys alike used 

a steaming hot branding iron to burn the initials of the owner on livestock. This enabled 

farmers to recognize their own cattle and buyers to distinguish the cattle of certain 

farmers from other, possibly inferior ones.  
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Many sources have their own description for the word brand and that definition has 

changed over the course of time quite dramatically. At least in the view of some modern 

experts on brands and brand management. The American Marketing Association 

(AMA) states that brands are a name, sign, symbol, design or a combination of them 

that are intended to identify products or services of one seller and to differentiate them 

from those of another seller. This definition includes many traditional elements of 

brands such as the factors related to visual identity and clear external elements 

associated to companies and brands.  

 

The previously mentioned definition of a brand has been the principle concept behind 

how corporate leaders, stakeholders and employees understand the brand. The concept 

has been in the general understanding of people for nearly a century. However, the 

concept requires refining and development into more modern standards and definitions. 

The American Marketing Associations definition is still valid, but many adjustments 

need to be made to it in order for it to become feasible for a company operating in 

today’s economy.  The evolution of brand thinking is evident in the old definition of a 

brand that can be found in The Pocket Oxford Dictionary of Current English (1934), 

that defines brands as particular kinds of goods, as an indelible mark and stamp.  

 

A different approach and definition is provided in Radikaali Brändi, by Nando 

Malmelin and Jukka Hakala. They state that a brand is no longer comprised by just 

these elements mentioned by the AMA. By their definition brands are not only tangible 

representations of a product, service or company, but hold within them many intangible 

elements that are more difficult to measure. According to the new, more holistic 

definition of a brand, they are no longer a marketing-driven and advertising driven 

concept, but a more comprehensive concept that incorporates everything a company 

does. A clear evolution can be seen in the theory of brands from the previously 

mentioned definitions. In the 1930’s the brand was considered a particular trademark or 

logo. It was a tangible representation of the product and whom it belonged to. The 

1980’s definition of The Oxford American Dictionary states a more commercial view 

with defining a brand as goods of a particular make.  
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Brands are somewhat obscure by definition. Some suggest that the term incorporates 

everything a company does and stands for and some take apart the concept into smaller, 

easier to measure, sub-categories. These sub-categories are related to the company, 

company leadership, employees and all identifiable attributes of the company. Even 

though there are many different approaches and views on what brands are, it has been 

stated that the concept is highly dynamic and prone to change by nature. A brand is not 

only something that incorporates the product, name, or logo. It is a concept that drives 

the whole organization and thought processes associated with it. It combines 

communication and action (Radikaali Brändi; Malmelin, Hakala 2008).  

 

A brand is a combination of corporate behavior and values, the technical functionality 

and quality of products and the intangible promise the company instills in their products 

for customers. It is a combination of tangible and intangible attributes and seeks to 

create a positive connection with the customer in order to create incentive for customers 

to use the products of the company in the now and in the future.  

 

An effective brand is a tool for the company to communicate with their environment. A 

properly managed brand also provides investors with a sense of future profit-making 

ability and increases the financial value of the company. Brands can also be associated 

with a single company, product or organization. To illustrate this one can think of 

Procter and Gamble, which is a famous corporate brand. The P&G brand has a lot of 

meaning in the corporate world and among employee candidates. However, they offer a 

wide range of consumer brands, which are related to their products. Regardless of 

whether the brand is consumer, corporate or both, they incorporate the same elements 

and the same theory applies to them. The process just becomes much more analytical, 

difficult and expensive. 



2.2 What elements form the Brand? 
 
 

 
Fig 1.0 Graph supplied by myself, used Brands and Branding and Radikaali Brändi for reference material 

 

2.2.1 Corporate Culture 

 

According to the holistic approach to brand management, the brand is the central 

building block of everything that an organization does. It is the guideline for all 

corporate behavior, whether it be external or internal. As part of the internal aspect of an 

organizations personality, they have a specific corporate culture. This corporate culture 

represents accepted norms, rules and behavioral models associated with being in that 

company. For example Google is considered a pioneer of online technological 

development. The company portrays an image as a driver of innovation, which can be 

seen in the pictures and employee backgrounds they provide as well as from articles 

they publish on what life is like working in Google. The company headquarters is also 

referred to as the Google Campus or the Googleplex. Campuses are usually connected 
 11
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with universities and can be seen as open places where knowledge thrives with a 

youthful eagerness or even idealistic way of life. Google considers its employees its 

most important asset and clearly depicts this on their website. The website provides 

insight into the working conditions of Google, where employees are given opportunities 

to enjoy the time they spend at Google and help them to keep their ideas fresh through 

sports, reading, playing games. Google clearly incorporates work and play in their work 

ethic and drives an innovative atmosphere through this youthful approach. A negative 

aspect of this strategy is that many hopeful employees may see Google as an employer 

that emphasizes personal hobbies and having fun more than being productive. The 

opportunities provide to employees can also have a negative influence on the amount of 

time they put into projects and how they focus on their occupation. The information 

about Google’s corporate culture is published on their corporate website. 

 

2.2.2 Employees 

 

Employees of a company or organization are usually one of the first contact surfaces to 

the customer or user. A customer looking to purchase a car will march into a licensed 

dealership and talk to a salesperson about buying a car. The behavior of this employee 

will act as an extension of the car company’s service and reputation. In a way, the 

salesperson will become an ambassador of the brand, at least in this situation. The 

customer will listen to what the salesperson says about the vehicle, how he behaves, 

how the customer is treated and what kind of general projection of knowledge and 

service the salesperson portrays in his behavior. In many service industries the emphasis 

of employee behavior to portray brand values and act as brand ambassadors is even 

higher. In advertising, the client will be in contact with a representative of the 

advertising agency, whose most important role is to make the potential customer to feel 

like their needs are being understood and his objectives will be fulfilled. The agency 

representative should be the ultimate manifestation of the brand. A living, breathing and 

talking embodiment of all brand attributes, values and brand image.  

 

Therefore it is imperative for organizations to realize the importance of their 

employees’ role in creating and managing a brand. The role is ever more important as 
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corporations seek to become more transparent and create competitive edge by 

emphasizing trust between the organization and its stakeholders. Employee training is a 

key tool in managing this element of brand management. Training to fulfill customer 

needs and to fulfill the ultimate brand promise will result in customers experiencing the 

realization of the promise that a brand makes. This will work in conjunction with all 

other elements that make brands what they are. None of them act efficiently on their 

own and require top to bottom understanding from the management.  

 

2.2.3 Communications 

 

Modern brand management and branding are often defined as integrating all functions 

of the company to develop a way to effectively communicate the brand to the target 

audience. As described by Malmelin and Hakala in Radikaali Brändi, brand 

management for modern companies is about integrating marketing and communications 

in a way that all aspects of the company are in line with the brand.  Brands 

communicate with stakeholders and the target audience on many different levels. The 

communication may sometimes be intrinsic and non-verbal, which means that it may be 

formed by e.g. the imagery and visual elements associated with the brand. Brand 

communication will be discussed more in detail in a following chapter of the thesis. At 

this point it is important to note that brands communicate all the time at every point of 

contact with the target market, whether the company realizes this or not. Because of the 

communicative nature of brands, it is highly important to realize this in order to provide 

an accurate communication of the brand promise and brand experience.  

 
2.2.4 Leadership 

 

Company leadership and management form a large part of brand management through 

their actions. Modern brand management is no longer just a marketing-oriented action 

or phenomenon, it is a strategy and mindset adopted by the whole organization, from 

top management to the lowest level intern. Brands and Branding argued that the CEO 

of an organization is the person who should be considered most responsible for the 

brand and making decisions inline with the brand. CEO’s are in that sense brand 
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managers. This new notion comes from the alteration of brand management theory with 

the emergence of holistic brand management.   

 

Leadership portrays significant views to stakeholders such as investors: the belief that 

the leadership of the organization has the proper capabilities to steer a company towards 

future profits and growth is driven by the perceived level of competence and know how. 

This is added with their leadership actions in their current position, and the resulting 

outcome will portray some type of experience the stakeholders will have of them. What 

type of image and feeling do they portray as leaders and how well this correlates with 

the brand and the brand promise. These are important issues for managers when seeking 

new employees and especially when they are hiring new senior management. 

Sometimes a brand can become an embodiment of a person, most likely the founding 

person of that company who first brought it into a successful light. Apple has had this 

happening to them and the effects of it could be seen in the share prices decreasing 

when news and speculation arose of CEO and founder Steve Jobs’ poor health. To sum 

up it can be said that companies need to become aware how are they being portrayed by 

their employees and leadership and what type of management style and decisions would 

best portray the brand externally to the stakeholders and target market.  

 

2.2.5 Reputation 

 

A company’s reputation may be negative or positive, all depending on whether or not 

branding has achieved the established objectives. Reputation resembles a brand but 

should not be confused with it. The reputation is not a synonym for a brand but it is an 

outcome of fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the brand promise and resulting in a certain 

brand experience. This brand experience is then communicated with other customers, 

which can increase the brands value or work against it. Reputation means that there is 

discussion on the performance of a company, whether in a negative or positive form. 

Proper brand management understands the importance of the reputation and will use 

this as a tool for brand performance evaluation. Strategic reputation management has 

also become a new model for brand savvy professionals. Strategic reputation 

management has similarities and correlations with effective brand communications, 
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using mediums that connect with the target audience on a personal level. However 

strategic reputation management is a much more broad management tool than just 

communicating. As mentioned earlier strategic reputation management is an excellent 

way to evaluate, develop and monitor perceived brand performance and experiences by 

customers.  

 

2.2.6 Image and Visual identity 

 

A very important element of a brand is of course one of the most traditional elements of 

marketing and creating a certain image for the company. The design and visual 

elements used by companies can be used to portray certain values and traits through the 

psychology of color. Different colors have alternate meanings for people and the use of 

these is a common method of communication in a more subliminal way. Subliminal 

communication is the dark art of communicating with the target audience in a way that 

their consciousness will not notice it, but their brand will, resulting in a form of 

emotional connection that people do not notice. As a matter of fact, some may argue 

that this is the objective of all marketing, to influence consumer behavior in a 

subliminal way.  

 

The company image may be built by the use of colors and images. However, they 

cannot be used as synonyms for a brand. They are essential tools for creating a certain 

type of brand and should be discussed in detail in a brand strategy, but they are not all 

there is. As mentioned earlier it is merely one of the elements that the brand comprises 

of. An image and visual identity are often used interchangeably, but I consider them to 

be different from each other. A visual identity is something a company seeks in the their 

imagery, logos, websites et cetera and an image has more to do with the actual 

experiences of the viewers and target audience.  These are both highly important aspects 

of brand management and should be developed as a part of the brand. One of the key 

tools for creating and developing the visual identity is the style guide, which combines 

different styles, fonts, logos, usage of logo and colors. 
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2.2.7 Products 

 

Past definitions of brands where centered on the product and product positioning. The 

view was rooted in the idea that brands were all about marketing and advertising. This 

former view of brands is alive and kicking in some companies, especially when 

observing actions of SME’s.  

 

However, brands are no longer solely about the product. They are a matter of all aspects 

related to it. Products and positioning do play an extremely important role, though. A 

brand promise will contain different levels of benefit that the brand promises to the user 

or customer through the product or service. For example they will offer functional 

benefits and technical qualities. This can easily be seen e.g. in the advertisements of 

different shampoo brands and how they portray the functional benefits of their 

shampoo. This is also a positioning statement for the brand and will be used to 

communicate to a segmented audience. A good example is Head and Shoulders 

shampoo, which is primarily targeted to men who have issues with dandruff and dryness 

of the scalp. In short, product positioning is a significant element of a brand but is no 

longer the most important element along with advertising. Even an excellent product 

will not succeed if all the other elements are not inline with the brand and its promise to 

the customers.  Product positioning is still a key element in the branding process, not 

regarding the fact that it is related to marketing. Marketing is a key element of branding 

as well.  

 
2.2.8 Social Responsibility 

 

These general factors define what brands are, or what brands are comprised of. The 

composition is very important to understand as it also provides a frame of reference for 

the thesis and approach to the subject. Brands are an eternal source of debate as experts 

argue about what they comprise of and how to define the smaller attributes and details 

of them. In order to construct a working brand strategy for a company, the identification 

of these factors is imperative also to provide a fundamental understanding for company 

management as to how their decisions and business tactics will influence the brand.  
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3. A Short History of Brands 
 

Brands have a long history. They are not something that was created in the process of 

industrialization or the emergence of the capitalist market economy. They are rooted 

much deeper in history than that. 

 

Through their studies, historians have identified the first brands in ancient history, in 

Rome.  A popular occupation and means of gathering wealth in ancient Rome was to 

manufacture clay pots and sell them in markets. Of course, as clay pots were fairly 

simple to make the supply was extremely high. The clay pots of different craftsmen 

differed also in quality. The craftsmen sought an answer to this, which led to carving 

their initials on the pots or other objects that they made. People began to notice and 

recognize the pottery of different craftsmen and started to seek out particular ones, 

made by a certain craftsman.  

 

It is there, in ancient Rome, where brands and the practice of differentiating a product 

from others on the market emerged. The first signs of brand loyalty were also in this 

time, where people sought out the clay pots made by a particular craftsman. Why did 

they want to buy those particular craftsmen’s pots? Because they recognized the initials, 

or the brand, and immediately knew that they were of better quality.  

 

The essence of brands is clearly visible in the practice by ancient Romans. A brand is 

something people recognize and immediately associate certain values to. Even though 

brands are much more complex and the process of brand management has evolved 

highly in the last century, it is clearly rooted in the early potteries of Rome.  

 

Because brands were identified in ancient Rome, it does not mean that brand 

management has been similar for centuries. Brands have become a recognizable 

competitive tool for companies only in the quite recent future. The official starting point 

of companies actually investing into their intangible assets, such as their brand began in 

the 1870's, when laws on trade marking were changed, so that companies could legally 

protect their brands. If laws could not protect the immaterial rights of companies, they 
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could be easily exploited, stolen or sabotaged by others. Only by having real ownership 

of the immaterial rights, patents and trademarks, it can be considered a sound protocol 

to actually invest in them (Radikaali Brändi, Malmelin, Hakala)  

 

Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Nokia and Google although different in their fields of business, 

have something significant in common. They are all among the worlds most recognized 

brands. They all managed to reach high positions on the list of the worlds best brands in 

a study conducted by InterBrand. What do they really have in common? One aspect of 

the traditional view of branding is company age. Strong brands are commonly old 

companies, which have established the position through time. This premise holds true 

for many of the companies on the top brands list but what about companies such as 

Google?  This illustrates a new phenomenon that has been brought by the increasing 

number of high technology and constant information flow. Society has moved into a 

more online era where information is readily accessible by anyone and is shared 

between everyone. Good news travels fast, even though bad news spreads even faster.  

 

The word brand has become such a phenomenon that there exist a plethora of different, 

often misleading, definitions for it. Some people recognize brands as the name of a 

certain product or trademark, others say that brands have to do with the company behind 

the products’, others define brands as the big picture and the idea or premise that 

defines the legitimacy of the company. In actuality brands are all the above as already 

discussed in the first chapter where the term brand was described. 

3.1 Why did Brands emerge? 
 

They first emerged as a means of differentiating one product from the other, because of 

the inherent differences in the quality of the products of different makers and craftsmen. 

The purpose of brands has remained quite the same, even today. They exist so that 

consumers immediately know what they are going to buy. They represent much more 

than just the name of a company or product.  

 

It is argued in the book Brands and Branding by Clifton, Simmons, Et al. that brands 

have enabled the capitalist market economy through making consumer choices and 
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loyalty possible. They have had a significant role in creating wealth, which enables 

further spending and economic growth for both individuals and corporations. They 

suggest the capitalist world is driven by brands and that they are also important in 

technological, medical and humanitarian development. As said, not only profit-seeking 

corporations can have brands, also humanitarian organizations such as the Red Cross 

and Unicef have a clear brand, which helps in spreading the message of their work in 

developing countries or in areas of catastrophe or war.  

 

It is clear that consumer loyalty is made possible by brands. If all products, for example 

on the shelves of stores, were generic goods, consumers would not know how to 

differentiate them from each other. They would not be able to stay loyal to certain 

products. Companies making excellent quality products would not have a way to create 

customer loyalty and increase their repeat sales. Companies would remain nameless and 

faceless and no true customer relationships would be formed. Many argue that 

dominating multinational corporations and brands are to blame for the unequal 

distribution of wealth and many of the problems that lie behind globalization. However, 

Brands and Branding argues that brands have increased the motivation to become 

socially responsible and to become advocates of sustainable development, helping the 

development of working conditions in third world countries and helping to feed 

countries that lack the resources to do so themselves.  

 

For example Nike had quite a scandal for supposedly using child labor to manufacture 

their products in third world countries. Even though this was their past, Nike has gone 

forward to being one of the main advocates for developing working conditions in 

factories located in third world countries to instill more western and approved working 

ethics into them. As many countries lack the official legislation or capability to 

supervise such things, global brands have intervened to keep their own processes and 

operations in close control with their tight quality and ethical standards. Today, global 

brands are at the forefront of developing Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and the 

pioneers are highly involved in corporate social leadership, though which direct action 

can be taken towards reaching a more proactive method of maintaining and encouraging 

others for more ethical operations, though out their markets.  
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As a conclusion, brands emerged to address the need for products and companies to 

have a recognizable identity. An identity that instills all the values, quality, functional 

and emotional benefits and aspirations into the products name. This is what brand 

management is about. Matching consumer expectations with the total experience of 

dealing with the company and product in question. Creating a promise and delivering on 

that promise is the key to brand success.  

3.2 Various types of brands 
 
Brands are not all similar. They can be divided into different categories based on what 

they represent. A brand can be corporate, such as Procter & Gamble or it can be 

consumer such as Colgate. One company may have ownership of several consumer 

brands that represent products and it can still have its own corporate brand identity that 

is reflected in employment, investor relations and corporate communication.  

4. Brand Management: A Holistic vs. Traditional Approach 
 

Manufacturing or industrial companies have tried to achieve cost leadership through 

minimizing costs in their processes, others have strived to gain the business of a certain 

segment and using a focus strategy. However, out of the strategies for creating 

competitive edge, the most customer-oriented is the differentiation strategy. Michael 

Porter describes this as one of the main generic strategies for gaining competitive 

advantage in Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance. It 

involves differentiating the company's products or services from the existing ones 

through added value, generated by e.g. implementing processes that are aligned with 

sustainable development, or creating customer loyalty through differentiating the 

existence of the company as something different.  Other generic strategies are cost-

leadership and the focus strategy. Holistic branding brings an organization-centric 

approach to branding, where the brand is built by every day communication and 

activity. This is highly different from the common or traditional approach, where 

branding involves the tangible and visible elements of a company or product.  
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It is commonly thought that creating value for customers and portraying a specific 

image of the company is the sole responsibility of the marketing function. However, 

today consumers are highly aware of what they buy and which company they support. 

Brands have received much critique over the years because some say that brands portray 

an untruthful picture of a product or company, they are misplaced from their true 

context and that they increase the amount of consumer materialism and non-useful 

spending. One of the main advocates of the negative sides of brands is the author Naomi 

Klein, who wrote the book No Logo. Traditional views on branding do not involve the 

whole company as such. In this view branding is the responsibility of the marketing 

department, a way to increase sales for the company through the pre-selling the product 

with ideas and mindsets.  

 

This premise still holds true but needs to be extended into incorporating the whole 

organization. A working example of this is the failed launch of the new Ford Edsel that 

attempted to achieve greatness with large hype and consumer interest. Even though 

consumer interest was significant, the model could not live up to the hopes and dreams 

provided by marketing.  

 

Overpromising and under-delivering is still a problem for companies that have not 

waken up to realize the importance of a holistic brand management process. The holistic 

approach is only another term in the sea of terms for a modern definition of brand 

management and understanding of brands. This is clearly the future and small 

organizations should follow suit with multinational corporations in their brand thinking.  

 

A brand should be the embodiment of everything a company represents and stands for. 

This notion is also supported by the integration between marketing and communication. 

It is a recognized fact in brand management that one of the main tools that organizations 

and companies’ use is communication. Communication is and should not be the 

responsibility of one department or any single function of the company. Communication 

is a process that uses the brand as its guiding principle and is involved in every part and 

form of the company.  
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According to the holistic view on brand management, the brand is the backbone, central 

guiding idea and the “DNA” of the company. Every detail of the company has to be 

inline with the brand in order to deliver maximum value to the customer. The holistic 

view has changed the way brands are managed, not by a single part of the company to 

portray something that may or may not be true, but to portray something that the whole 

company lives and breathes. A holistic view requires companies to understand that to 

reach their goal of creating and maintaining a successful brand every function of the 

organization must take part in the process. The ultimate embodiment of the brand is the 

central governing figure, the CEO and all the employees of the company.  

 

In the past, brands were always related to the marketing department. The only method 

of branding came through advertising. This created a view that brands do not have any 

return or it was extremely difficult to measure. The traditional view on branding would 

also consider it a heavy cost for a company, resulting in undermining its importance. 

Even though times have changed, this same mentality still exists in more traditional 

companies where the management may not be as enlightened on developments in this 

sector. Many companies still fail to realize the point and importance of the brand.  

 

Through the employees of a company, customers have personal contact with the brand. 

Brand alignment should be a crucial factor for selecting employees for the company as 

well as organizing training for learning the best practices on how to provide service and 

communicate with customers that best portrays and delivers the brand experience. 

Employee selection should consider the personality of the company and match that with 

the candidates to find people who fit into the company profile both in their skill set and 

general personality.  

 

Internal processes, communication and marketing have a crucial effect on the external 

brand experience, how customers think the company performs and how well they live 

up to their promises.  In short, for companies to create and maintain a successful brand 

their total brand process must be inline with internal processes.   
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4.1 Brand Communication 
 

The holistic view of branding has highlighted communication as an integral part of the 

brand management process. Everything a company does as a part of managing its own 

brand or one of its branded products involves communication.  

 

Brands communicate with a wide variety of audiences. Advertising is one method of 

communicating the brand to the target audience, with the objective of increasing sales 

and enable consumers to become more of the brand and what it represents. Even though 

many companies seek to increase its sales through their advertising, it has been argued 

that the main purpose of advertising is not to increase their sales by itself, but to 

increase the overall “sale-ability” of the brand. This simply means that the purpose of 

advertising and advertisements is to communicate with their target audience in a way 

that forms a positive connection with them and acts as a sales driver.  

 

Companies that are managing brands or have recognized the importance of brands also 

realize that consumers will be inclined to purchase products of a certain brand or from a 

certain branded company that they have positive feelings for and feel connected to in an 

emotional and fundamental way. As stated in Radikaali Brändi by Malmelin and 

Hakala, communication is often misunderstood as a dialogue between a company and 

the media and stakeholders. It is more integrated than ever. Companies communicate 

both internally and externally, they manage their networks and relationships with 

stakeholders and investor’s, communicate with their environment in a way that most 

suitably portrays everything the brand stands for. All communication should be driven 

by the brand and how it should be managed. Therefore one of the key tools in brand 

management is developing and using modern, integrated marketing communications in 

a way that most suitably communicates the brands promise, values and fundamental 

philosophy to all affiliates. 

 

It is a well-known fact that communication forms the majority of branding. However, it 

should not be considered as a short-term sales driver or a tool for increasing short-term 

profitability. If companies were to cut their investments in communicating their brand, 
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their short-term profitability would most likely increase. This is due to the reason that 

successful communication has a good long-term return-on-investment (ROI).  

 

Communication is an excellent tool for creating long-term brand equity. As previously 

mentioned, the purpose is not to increase short-term profitability but to create achieve a 

position in the minds of the consumers that will live on, even through adverse and 

volatile economic conditions. Increased brand equity creates a buffer for companies, 

through the psychological incentive that it creates for its customers to support the brand. 

Long-term equity will also form a barrier or buffer for dealing with a number of other 

negative factors such as bad publicity.  

 

Major audiences for brands' communications’ are shareholders and potential investors. 

A company's share price is determined by the market. The market consists of people; 

consumers, investors and shareholders. This market will rely on the same fundamental 

principles to drive their share purchases as general consumers. Investors will require a 

strong belief in the brands profit generating ability, their products, morals and principles 

and leadership.  

 

An excellent example of a brand that has excelled even in an adverse economy is Apple. 

Apple has such a strong brand that their share price has increased significantly. The 

customers of Apple have developed such a connection with the brand that they consider 

it to reflect a part of their personality. The brand has become an extention of its 

consumers and vice versa, through effective branding by excellent communication in all 

aspects of the corporation.  

 

Communication is everywhere in a company, from the corporations CEO to every single 

employee of the company. Every employee or affiliate of the company is a 

representation of the brand and what it stands for. Every point of contact to the target 

audience is a highly important as it all reflects the brand, thus making communication a 

large part of the holistic brand management process. 
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4.2 Brand Failure 
 
Brands can inhibit the performance of companies if they are not properly managed. For 

example, one mistake a new company can make is to undermine the importance of the 

brand and dismiss establishing a brand. Matt Haig points out in his book Brand 

Failures: The truth about the 100 biggest branding mistakes of all time, that brands 

usually fail because they break the established bond between the brand and its 

customers. What the company fails to realize is that if it is not of managing the brand, 

the brand will manifest itself in the minds of the consumers, stakeholders and general 

public. A brand will be created but it will not necessarily be the type that the company 

would like to be seen as. Failure to act in a proactive way when dealing with branding 

will result in a negative impact on the company.  Holistic branding has increased the 

pitfalls of branding because of the increase of the brands importance. A common error is 

to combine brand myths with reality. These myths include notions that a good product 

will be sufficient for success, a good brand will build itself or that a brand does not need 

any managing.  

 

Companies may also try to rebrand themselves as something different. This holds risks 

and not all who try, succeed. Brand failure can also relate to the traditional view on 

branding in the modern business environment. In the traditional way of thinking, 

branding has been a concern of the marketing department and advertising agencies.  A 

valuable brand can be a great asset to a company, but they also hold many traps. One 

example of a branding failure is Coca-Colas New Coke in 1985. The company tried to 

alter the formula of their successful beverage, but experienced significant losses 

because consumers had such a nostalgic feeling to the taste of Coca-Cola. This is the 

result of insufficient understanding on consumer trends and why the brand is successful. 

 

Branding can be harmful if the company is being branded on the wrong basis. This 

includes branding on price, level of service or quality. If a company is branded on price, 

the basis of customers choosing that company over another is very superficial. They are 

only interested in the price that you offer and will be happy to pick another company 
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next time. Quality and service levels are not something that a brand promise should be 

built upon, after all, they do not build a sustainable competitive advantage. 

In the traditional approach to branding, companies treat the brand as a visible and 

tangible element. It is considered a stamp to the exterior of the company. This view does 

not prevail in holistic branding, where the brand derives from within the organization.  

Therefore companies may encounter problems with their brand if they consider it as 

only an aesthetic element.  

5. The Branding Process 
 

Branding is about shaping the customer’s experience with the brand. Every company 

has a brand and their customers have a certain brand experience that they have formed 

by doing business with the company. This premise is true for companies both doing 

business with individual consumers and companies. A successful brand and strong 

brand position also makes it possible to keep the products premium priced, as 

consumers have such a strong connection with the company’s products that they will 

purchase them regardless of that fact. An excellent example of a strong corporate brand 

and individual product brands is Apple. Their electronics are highly successful and 

continue to make record sales, even during a recession. The Ipod has become a 

synonym for the mp3 player, even though they are priced high. Apple computers such as 

the iMac and MacBook are also in the same category, with slightly less of an advantage 

over competitors’ computers. These computers are priced at double the rate of the 

competitors’ equivalents and still manage to sustain excellent sales.  

 

Branding is all about communicating brand values and attributes to the target audience. 

This means that the company doing the branding must have a working knowledge of the 

fundamentals of the process and how to go about it. They must realize all the different 

elements that brands comprise of and how they communicate the brand. Proper 

knowledge on the target audience should also be known.  
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5.1 Creating a Brand Strategy 
 

A brand strategy is a strategic decision-making tool that should not be confused with a 

marketing strategy. A marketing strategy defines how the products and services will be 

sold to the target market. The brand strategy will involve the marketing strategy but will 

also go beyond that. As marketing is about communicating with customers and the 

market, the brand strategy focuses on what type of brand image and personality will be 

communicated, to which audiences and how will they be communicated with. The 

brand strategy will be used to define how the company will improve their internal 

communication as well.  

5.1.1 Step 1: Building the Brand Strategy Around Core Values 
 

When the brand strategy is being created it is important to remember that the 

proposition of it is very compelling, unique and attractive. The promise and proposition 

of a brand strategy is not only important to understand by company management, but 

the proposition should be reinforced and repeated throughout the whole organization 

and it should be repeated often enough that everyone in the company fully comprehend 

what the fundamental driving idea behind a brand is. The core values of the company 

are the backbone of the brand, which is logical, seeing as these define basic corporate 

behavior. The brand can only be built when the core values have been clearly identified 

in detail. This is the first step of creating a brand strategy – identifying the core values 

of the company.  

5.1.2 Step 2: Research in the Brand Strategy 
 

Thorough research will give the company important and much needed information on 

its target market, their market environment, industry and own strengths and weaknesses. 

At the very least, the company should do a thorough SWOT where they explore the 

internal strengths and weaknesses of the company as well as the external opportunities 

and threats posed by the industry, developments, trends and market conditions. A 

thorough competitor analysis is important in identifying how the proposition and brand 
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of the company will differ from the competition and what strategies will be used to set it 

apart from them. 

 

The company should use research to define and identify the habits and values of their 

target market. This will help to see patterns in shopping behavior and seek out ways to 

create an emotional connection with them. This fact also holds true for advertising 

agencies as their clientele are other companies or organizations and have certain criteria 

for choosing an agency to cooperate with in planning marketing communication. 

Through this research the company should obtain realistic and usable information on 

their customers and the competition.  

 

At this stage a company should be able to list points of difference and points of parity 

for their brand. Points of difference are simple reasons for one company being different 

from the others in a positive way. They are the reasons why customers choose one 

company over another. The difference between the two is subtle but clear. The first 

being that points of difference is a one-sided analysis on how a company is different 

from others and points of parity analyzes how they outperform their competition in 

these areas and what kind of reasons customers value in their purchase decisions. These 

will be important tools for a company when they move on to the next step.   

 

The information gained from the research will also give insight as to what media should 

be used for communicating with the target market and stakeholders in order to achieve 

the best results. In short, the second step of forming a brand strategy is to conduct 

thorough research by which the company will seek to identify factors that may pose 

challenges or be opportunities for it. The more information on the target market, the 

better the brand can be positioned for this particular market.  

 

Mistakes in research are highlighted in the history of bad branding. A prime example of 

how Coca-Cola failed at understanding the profound nature of the consumers’ 

connection to their product, whose altering created large public uproar. Relative to 

marketing, research is an integral part of how the product should be positioned. This has 
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a clear relation to the brand promise, as the positioning of the product will be directly 

related to it.   

5.1.3 Step 3: Forming the Brand Promise 
 

The brand promise is what form of benefit, emotional or functional, does the brand offer 

to its customers. The promise forms the bulk of the brand experience, as a company 

cannot promise something, which they cannot deliver. This was discussed earlier on in 

the chapter and it was mentioned that one of the biggest mistakes a company can make 

with their brand is to overpromise and under deliver.  

 

The promise holds within it both the tangible and the intangible attributes of the brand. 

A successful brand strategy will lead to a success in the customers’ brand experience, 

which is also a result of a well-defined and relevant brand promise. There are a 

significant amount of examples of companies that clearly promise something to their 

customers, both functionally and emotionally. The brand promise should be evident and 

consistent in all marketing communication that the company has with its stakeholders. 

Consistency is key in all branding activities.   

 

The slogan is the short and most evident embodiment of the promise, combining all 

values and attributes in it. In terms of brand positioning, the slogan and brand promise 

are key tools. Brand symbols play an important role in how consumers recognize the 

brand. The tagline or slogan is important but is accompanied by a number of other 

symbols as well. The logo, specific music, colors or symbols all have specific meaning. 

Think of the Nike swoosh –logo or the Nokia tune.  

   

Through them the brand can reach a concrete position in the minds of the customer and 

create the emotional connection that all brand management considers its prime 

objective. One general and main characteristic of the brand promise is that it should feel 

extremely compelling to the target audience and strike at the nerve. In short the third 

step of the brand strategy is to form a brand promise that will fit in with the company's 

brand, its target market and be dynamic and adaptable to change.  

         



Positioning the brand is an integral part of the brand strategy along with developing a 

working brand promise. Professionals conducting such research and brand managers 

involved with these elements should always remain objective and realistic in the 

promises, positions and research. A common human error is to see the brand in an 

overly positive and unrealistic light, making objective analysis difficult. It also results in 

bad decisions and can ultimately be harmful to the brand and profitability of the 

company.  

 
 

 
Fig 2.0 Graph courtesy of Max Koehnstamm from HES school of Economics and Business, Course: Marketing in 

Action Course 

 

The brand triangle contains the elements that the brand promise contains. It clearly 

illustrates how different functionality and characteristics are combined to produce a 

brand promise. The pyramid can be used as a tool to realize how brands create their 

promise to the target audience. However, it should be noted that the brand promise 

needs to embody and represent the established core values of the company and the 

benefits should be correctly defined to reach the target position for the brand.  

 

The following short list* will serve as a checklist for the brand promise, from that it is 

easy to see what characteristics it should have and get a general idea of it.  

 

1. Instilled in the brand's core values 

2. Clear, relevant and engaging to the target market 

3. Should have the ability to create positive emotional connections with 

stakeholders 
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4. Repeated internally and externally 

5. Continually reinforced 

6. Consistent throughout advertising and marketing mediums 

7. Adaptable to the business environment and economic volatility  

8. Clear and agreed by the business partners 
* List provided by the Brand Identity Guru website listed in references 

 

It cannot be emphasized enough that a brand should be highly consistent. The values 

and experiences for a succesful brand should remain the same irrespective of the 

organizational level or business partner or customer.  Also the understanding of the 

brand by all of its’ stakeholders, employees and of course the target market. Strategic 

reputation management is an important tool and skill for managers when dealing with 

established brands and developing them. Reputation is a byproduct of a brand strategy 

and can be considered a result of branding, whether the reputation is positive or not. 

Many have said that a company cannot fully control their brand, they can only attempt 

to steer it into the right direction, try to be proactive and engaging and deal with issues 

and problems as and before they emerge.   

 

Shaping and improving the customers brand experience is one of the main objectives of 

a succesful brand strategy, because one of the basic reasons for a brand strategy is to 

devise a plan on how to differentiate from the generic competition and how to create 

such a positive emotional and mental connection with the customers that they will 

continue to choose your company over the others' time and time again. One of the key 

factors that was also slightly mentioned in the previous paragraph, is the consistency of 

the proposition and the promise that the brand makes. A consistent brand will not cause 

brand failure or confusion and will increase the attachment of stakeholders to it. 

Consistency in communication is also important that all employees of the company 

fully understand and realize the same fundamental principles and philosophy of the 

brand, what they promise to the customer in order to make it possible to actually deliver 

on that promise.  
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Many companies have failed in their branding process because they had flaws in their 

brand strategy. They did not frequently deliver consistent communication internally, 

within the organization or to the external stakeholders. This can cause the company to 

deliver a mixed message, an obscure promise that may manifest itself in very different 

ways for customers and can be potentially very harmful, which results in brand failure. 

 

5.1.4 Step 4: Realization of the brand promise 
 

The fourth step of creating a brand strategy is to put the concepts and plans into 

practice. A logical step is to form a means of communicating this brand promise to the 

stakeholders and the target market. This involves integrating the marketing strategy with 

the brand strategy and aligning them with each other. The marketing mix has an 

important role in the brand strategy as the marketing mix identifies aspects of external 

marketing and points of emphasis. The brand strategy then will try to seek out the best 

ways to actually communicate through them to achieve maximum results.  

 

Developing the media mix as part of the branding process is a step that should not be 

forgotten. The media mix can involve elements associated with traditional marketing 

and media such as television, radio, newspapers and magazines. In addition to these 

traditional medias there are tremendous amounts of opportunities to communicate 

through online mediums, whether they involve social media, search engines, blogs, 

forums, online ads or the companies own website. Regardless of the composition of the 

marketing and media mix, the marketing communication content should always be 

aligned with the brands promise. Consistency creates strength in branding.  

Communication also applies to all other aspects of the subject perhaps in a more 

indirect and intrinsic form.   

5.1.5 Step 5: Brand Audit 
 

The fifth step is to measure how the brand is being perceived. A brand audit is a 

common method for finding information on how customers perceive the brand. The 

following graphical representation will provide insight into how a brand audit is useful 

and what it tries to achieve.  



 
Graph courtesy of Kevin Keller’s blog, Dark Matter Matters 

 

Customers, partners, employees and other employees should all be surveyed on how 

they see the brand. In detail this would mean how they understand the brand promise 

and how what is their experience on the brand delivering this promise. As learned from 

previous chapters, overpromise + underdeliver = brand failure as stated in Brands and 

Branding. It is also important to measure how the target audience sees itself connected 

with the brand. Do they have a strong emotional connection to the brand or are they 

using your services for some other, more tangible reasons. Surveys such as these are 

important to conduct once in a while in order to keep developing and actually managing 

the brand.  

5.1.6 Step 6: Brand Evaluation  
 

Step six involves analyzing results against the brand and seeing out ways to develop it. 

Brand management is about constant movement, communication and finding ways to 

affect how stakeholders see the company. Proactivity is key and using research to 

develop is integral in the quest for brand perfection. Continuous development should be 

an ongoing process for brands, it is not a simple implementation process where the 

company does the work once, after which they enjoy the succesful results. This can lead 

to a reactive stance to the brand, which in part will lead it on a path of destruction.  
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If a company becomes strategically reactive, they lose competitive edge and ability to 

adapt to industry changes, volatility in the economic climate and anticipating and 

forecasting technological or ethnographical trends. As time moves on, it is imperative 

for companies to review their brand strategy often enough to keep all decisions aligned 

with their brand and to make sure that their corporate communication is portraying the 

right brand image, delivering the correct brand promise to the customer. 

 

 
Fig 4.0 Created by combining material from Brands and Branding and Radikaali Brändi  

 

The figure above provides a summarized illustration of the branding process in terms of 

forming a brand strategy and the steps that are involved with it.  The steps of branding 

can be argued to contain more steps than this, and to a degree that opinion is also 

correct. There are more steps if the process would be broken down into even more small 

pieces and steps.  

 

However, this does not provide the best tool and method for creating a brand strategy 

and managing the process thereof for a small company. As the emphasis of this thesis 

was to go through the theory of brands and branding, the resulting brand strategy put to 

practice should be cost-efficient to implement and on a smaller scale than for large 

organizations.  
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6. Practical Application of Theory 
 

6.1 Current Position of the Brand 
 
ADcode is a new company that has only begun its operations a few months ago. The 

company has sought to create a brand, but the results of these endeavors are not as they 

should be. The company did not have a clear brand strategy, which leads to an 

inconsistent brand, both internally and externally. The visual elements of the brand that 

are defined in the company’s style guide are in place both in the interior of the office 

and more importantly in the website, company letters, quote’s and business cards. 

However, the brand is not a simple combination of visual elements.  

 

The current position of the brand is internally inconsistent. I interviewed the employees 

and asked them to define the company values and how it differs from other advertising 

agencies and the responses were very mixed. Most of the responses did not portray the 

same values or differentiating factors.  

 

The typographic content on the website also does not communicate a clear brand. A 

visitor coming to the site will not receive a justifiable answer on why they should prefer 

ADcode to another company and how they stand apart in their products. If the 

customers base the decision of using ADcode on price alone, the brand is in danger of 

being perceived only as low cost. The current attributes of the company were described 

as being youthful, energetic, fair and transparent. These attributes and values do not 

hold clear reasons for realistic differentiation.  

 

These problems and inconsistencies need to be addressed by creating a new clear brand 

strategy that will need to be communicated and reinforced internally first, and externally 

second. The brand strategy will provide a new clearer framework for the brand and the 

direction that I suggest it to be driven towards.   

 



6.2 Step One: Building the Brand Around Core Values 
 
ADcode needs to have a clearly defined set of core values for the company. The values 

form the basis for all company operations, therefore defining the foundation of the 

brand.  The core values of the company are illustrated in the following graph.  

 

 

 
 
The values illustrated in this graph are slightly different from the previously defined set 

of values. The previous values were unclear to the majority of the staff and were quite 

generic in quality. This means that if the company were to use the old set of values, they 

may not be able to portray a brand personality that will be seen by the target audience as 

specific to the company. These values were selected because they represent the 

company in a more specific way. 

 

Fairness refers to the way the company treats all of their stakeholders: the employees, 

customers, target market and investors. Creativity is in reference to the direction of 

conducted work. Non-traditional outcomes for projects often produce excellent results 

in terms of customer satisfaction, as that is the main reason for using an advertising 

agency in the first place. Diversity refers to the type of knowledge each employee 

brings to the company and how that knowledge is implemented in the projects 

undergone by ADcode. Transparency should be visible in all company operations. 
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Customers see transparent operations as a factor that builds trust in their relationship 

with ADcode. These are the values that should now form the base for the brand and 

which will be communicated to the customer in a variety of ways.  

 

6.3 Step Two: Research 
 
As a part of this thesis I conducted a SWOT analysis with the company staff in order to 

identify internal strengths and weaknesses as well as external opportunities and threats.  

The SWOT also provides insight into how the company should be positioned in order to 

provide the customer with a clear position that differentiates ADcode from competitors.  

 
 

STRENGTHS – Internal 
‐ Strong web development         

ion and energy 
capabilities 

ss‐ Creative staff with pa
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ith ‐Really providing working solutions w
clear benefits.  
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‐Lack of experience in 
advertising 
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University 
‐Inconsistent knowledge of 

 of web 
d 

business issues because
development backgroun
‐Completing some tasks 
inefficiently 
‐Lack of experience operating in 
new startup 

OPPORTUNITIES – External 
‐Recession has decreased competition 
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marketing efforts to gain more market 

es 
share 
‐Companies seek to pay less for servic

w company with 
ring 

‐Market ready for ne
diverse product offe
‐Significant growth  

THREATS – External 
 low‐cost and low‐‐Being seen as

quality 
‐Competition 
‐C projects lients losing trust if 
lack expertise 
 lack of experience  

‐Competitors recruiting 
A  with 
b
Dcode’s employees
etter offers 
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6.4.1 Industry Overview 
 

The total number of advertising agencies in Finland is roughly 2500, out of which only 

about 100 agencies employ more than four people. This means that there are close to 

2400 agencies that are small and competing for the same customers. The largest 

companies are involved in creating advertisements and planning the marketing 
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communications for large international and national corporations. These are the 

companies that are heavily involved in creating television commercials and winning 

awards in many categories in advertising and marketing communication competitions. 

There are a total number of around 120 advertising agencies in Tampere, but only 6 that 

employ more than 4 people.  

 

However, there are significant differences among advertising agencies, even though 

many of them offer similar products and services to their clients. The brand image of 

small companies is a major difference between them. Most advertising agencies offer 

products strictly involved with advertising. The employees are mostly Art Directors, 

copywriters and maybe a web developer. This information is based on several websites 

of advertising agencies in the Tampere region as well as first hand knowledge from 

colleagues that have been in the industry for a longer time.  

 

ADcode is different in that there is only one AD and one copywriter, the other 

employees being oriented towards web development, programming and coding. This 

means that ADcode has the in-house capability to complete larger online projects 

involving complex website design and functionality. As ADcode is still an advertising 

agency these products can be supplemented with modern and trendy design that will 

make the product appealing and stylish. One risk of this is being branded as not an 

advertising agency nor as a web development company. Being branded in the middle 

would leave the company with no customers, as they would not see ADcode performing 

up to standards in either.  The competitive advantage comes from being able to give the 

customers’ products added value from additional functionality and extensive knowledge 

of web development in order to give the users of that site more than just a stylish 

outside.  

6.5 Step Three:  Brand Promise and Positioning 
 
ADcode currently has a confused brand identity that does not provide an accurate 

positioning. In the promise and positioning of the company, it is important to implement 

knowledge gained from the previous chapter, especially from the SWOT analysis.  The 

SWOT analysis clearly shows the diverse nature of the expertise of employees in the 
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company. With a new trend of advertising going into a more web oriented direction, this 

is a clear advantage of ADcode.  

 

Therefore ADcode should position itself as a non-traditional advertising agency that 

holds large capabilities for web development and programming. These can provide 

customers with significant added value and superior functionality of their online 

resources, such as their website. A risk associated with this position is that ADcode 

cannot go as far into positioning itself into web development, that the company will 

compete directly with software development and companies specialized solely in web 

development. 

 

ADcode needs to communicate that the company is a modern advertising agency, that 

has significant capabilities for using online resources, online marketing and 

development of websites with increased functionality. Diversity as a core value for the 

company refers to this as well. ADcode needs the brand to be positioned as an 

advertising agency that will provide customers with functional technical solutions that 

are clearly positioned to the customers target market and adjusted according to the 

direct needs of the client.   

 

This positioning can have the negative effect of losing customers that would otherwise 

be seeking for a company that could provide them with traditional advertising products 

such as printed advertising. They may also seek for a company that is highly specialized 

in these, which would leave ADcode losing their business.  

 
 

6.6 Step Four: Brand Implementation 
 
ADcode now has a new set of core values that guide the organizational behaviour and a 

well-defined brand position. The knowledge of these is not sufficient enough. The 

values must be communicated effectively in order for the brand identity to become 

actual brand image, both internally and externally. 
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6.6.1 Internal Brand Implementation 
 
A major priority in branding is to avoid internal brand confusion. This means that the 

company management must communicate the new set of brand values and the new 

brand position to the employees. This creates a uniform view of the brand and will 

provide consistency in all operations. Consistency is key in delivering a successful 

brand image to the target audience. The ADcode brand will be created through dialogue, 

communication and mutual understanding. The brand needs to be brought into the every 

day routines of the company. Regular discussion on how the brand can be improved and 

communicated and other brand-central questions should become a weekly and daily 

practice. 

 

A brand guide should be created that will summarize the values, promise and other 

brand attributes for all employees. This summary should also act as a communication 

guide for all employees, whether in contact with customers or not. Risks of this arise in 

the form of disagreement with what has been stated as the brand identity.  Because of 

the horizontal hierarchy of the company speaking out is encouraged and information 

thus moves very quickly. This creates the problem that is an employee does not agree 

with it, they may be resistant to the changes implied in the brand strategy.  

 

To solve this problem, the brand strategy summarization should also be discussed in a 

meeting in order to answer any questions relating to it. The brand should be discussed 

often in order to keep consistency immaculate, therefore also reinforcing the brand 

identity. 

6.6.2 External Brand Implementation 
 

The visual elements of the brand are defined in the style guide of the company. These 

elements support the brand as a refreshing and different approach to the design.  The 

website of ADcode has been inspired by 1950’s design, which portrays the website in a 

fresh way.  However, the design elements of the website only form one aspect of brand 

implementation. The improvements and changes that need to be made consider the 

typographic content of the website. When a customer discovers the website and chooses 
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to browse through it, they will read through the content of it and evaluate it. The 

potential customers will seek for purchasing triggers, or reasons to choose this service 

provider from the other. Currently the website does not portray a distinct position for 

the company.  

 

Therefore the content of the website needs to be matched with the suggested improved 

brand identity. Both the content and visual elements of the website must be adaptable to 

change, meaning that both of them may be enhanced if the company feels the need to 

adjust the brand, without interfering with the already built brand equity with customers. 

Large alterations may have negative effects, if done too dramatically or without caution.  

 
The website of ADcode currently shows the prices for the company’s services. These 

are illustrated with different options of campaigns and products, as well as prices. The 

problem with showing prices is that the company may be positioned as a low cost 

service provider. This is a real threat for ADcode as the company does have lower prices 

than other advertising agencies. The key in avoiding this is to clearly highlight that 

ADcode is showing prices and providing product examples online because of 

transparency. ADcode needs to state that they are encouraging transparency in this, 

which is also reflected in all other company operations. The customer will have full 

understanding and knowledge on how a project is being delivered and what phases will 

there be.  

 
Other methods for delivering the brand through online mediums are different social 

media. As ADcode is a company operating in Finland, the most viable social media is 

Facebook. Currently the company has a Facebook fan page with nearly 100 fans. 

However, the fan page portrays mostly humorous content. This has possibility of 

delivering a message that ADcode is not as professional as some other advertising 

agencies may be. Therefore ADcode should being adding content on this fan page, that 

reflect the expertise of the company, opinions on the industry and how the products are 

developing. By implemeting this method, ADcode will be able to portray a more 

professional view while still remaining humorous and appropriate for a social media 

environment. The people that come into contact with ADcode on Facebook will 

evaluate the company on the basis of what they see. With these changes, visitors and 
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fans will be able to see the brand in a new and improved light, delivering a tangible 

benefit to companies with the brand position.  

 
Blogs are also worth considering. A blog can be started on a subject related to ADcode, 

which would be of interest for the target audience of the brand. The blog should portray 

expertise and professionalism as well as industry insight. Viable subjects for the blog 

could include industry developments, life as a start-up advertising agency or any other 

subject that can be seen as enhancing the brand image and building a connection with 

the target audience.  ADcode needs to remain careful in their aspirations in blog writing. 

The subjects may be heavily critiqued and content should be carefully planned. A well- 

written blog will be a tremendous benefit to the company, however, a badly written one 

will have extremely negative consequences. Having a company blog will also be 

relevant in search engine optimization and will increase the online visibility of the 

company.  

 
One idea worth considering for ADcode is to create branded products. This means that 

ADcode would offer products such as visual design, website design and logo design in 

one package under one campaign name. The names should be inline with the brand 

identity and should also be easy to relate to and humorous. The branded products can be 

a way of creating a connection with the customers and provides them with an easy 

reference for what they purchased. 

 

6.7 Step Five: Brand Audit and Result Analysis 
 
Branding activities should always be monitored to provide accurate projection of the 

realization of the customers’ brand experience. For this reason ADcode should conduct 

a brand audit after a period of time to see how the brand performs and how well 

branding activities have succeeded. Only by constantly keeping track of the brand, can 

the company really make use of the brand. According to this premise, ADcode should 

conduct a survey on how expectations were matched by experiences during January 

2010. The brand audit should be both internal as well as external. This means that the 

employees and management of the company should be asked to take part in a survey to 

see how their perceptions on the brand have changed or if they have changed at all.  



 

Employee views are also important in seeing how they evaluate their ability to deliver 

the brand promise and how they see the brands position. The same type of survey 

should be conducted externally as well to customers and stakeholders. The combined 

results of the survey will provide an accurate representation of the success of the brand 

strategy and how to develop the brand, services and delivery of the promise. As the 

theoretical section of the thesis mentions, brand success is the result of matching brand 

experience with the brand expectations.  

 

 

Fig 3.0 Graph developed based on material from Brands and Branding and Radikaali Brändi 

7. Conclusions 
 
ADcode is currently experiencing internal brand confusion, due to inaccurate brand 

perceptions and values. This brand confusion will result in the inability to communicate 

a consistent brand to the company’s target audience. For this reason ADcode should 

implement this more accurate brand strategy.   

 

The new brand strategy makes use of the company’s existing strengths and forms them 

into a clear brand position. The main problem before was that ADcode did not have a 

clear position that would indicate clear reasons for the customer to purchase from that 

company instead of a competitor. This is based on information published on the website 

and prevailing views of employees.  
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Fig 5.0 Created by using the material in Brands and Brandind, Radikaali Brändi and The Brand Guru website 

 

The main goal of the brand strategy is to provide tool that make communicating a brand 

image possible. In implementing the new brand strategy the priorities need to be kept in 

mind at all times. The first priority is to understand the brand, its position and its values.  

Related to this priority is to communicate and create a uniform perception on the brand 

internally, throughout the entire company. ADcode must reinforce its brand image in 

order to effectively communicate it externally. 

 

The second priority is to communicate the brand effectively to the target audience 

through viable media and marketing methods. The communication of the brand is also 

done by every point of contact between ADcode and its customers.  Throughout the 

future, ADcode will be required to review the brand strategy and adjust it if needed. 

Doing this is a priority as keeping up a consistent brand image will most likely achieve 

success and will help establish a connection with the customers. Constant development 

of communication methods and brand implementation is key.  

 

By implementing this brand strategy and following its directions, ADcode will be able 

to decrease the prevailing brand confusion within the company. Decreasing this will 

reinforce the brand internally and will provide that basis for accurate communication 

and make the realization of the brand image possible. However, ADcode needs to 
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perform regular brand audits, both internally and externally, in order to keep track of 

brand performance, which can lead to developing and fine-tuning the brand as a 

competitive advantage. The brand needs to become a daily discussion for every 

employee, which will be imperative in development and delivering the brand across its 

audiences.  
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